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Heart disease remains the leading cause of death in the global, The future role of nurses in intriguing and demands education and experience for exploring the quality nursing care of the coronary heart disease. Nurses should be performing model roles in the heart disease but they need encouraging. The global warning disease which is known as Coronary heart disease. According to the latest WHO data published in 2017 Coronary Heart Disease Deaths in Pakistan reached 265,051 or 21.76% of total deaths. The age adjusted Death Rate is 246.84 per 100,000 of population ranks Pakistan#13 in the world. The risk factor associated with The risk factor coronary heart disease (CHD) can be divided into two parts. 1- Modifiable risk factors can be treated with modification to lifestyle and/or medication, including: cigarette-smoking, diet, weight, exercise, personality/behaviour, diabetes, hypertension and serum cholesterol levels; 2- Non-modifiable risk factors are beyond our control. They include: genetic, age and gender. Acute coronary syndrome often reflects a degree of damage to the coronaries by atherosclerosis. Primary prevention of atherosclerosis is controlling the risk factors: healthy eating, exercise, treatment for hypertension and diabetes, avoiding smoking and controlling cholesterol levels; in patients with significant risk factors, The leading cause of death in the Pakistan was poor diet, lack of health care awareness. These behaviours are modifiable and public health and prevention efforts could make a difference to reduce these deaths.

National Institute of Cardiovascular Disease is the first Tertiary cardiac care institute in South Asia as well as the focus on superior care of patients. The National Institute of Cardiovascular Disease Nurses has played a pivotal role in caring of the patient with the heart disease in Pakistan. All over the globe nurses needs to originate endeavor for pivotal role in prevalence of the coronary heart disease.

Care gave by expert attendants has been appeared to improve results for patients with interminable cardiovascular breakdown (CHF), fundamentally diminishing the quantity of impromptu readmissions, length of emergency clinic remain, medical clinic expenses, and mortality. Most patients create CHF because of coronary conduit ailment. When cardiovascular harm has happened, the danger of creating cardiovascular breakdown can be diminished by giving proper treatment at fitting measurements.
While cardiovascular recovery facilities give a chance to check sedate utilization, their prime spotlight is on upgrading patients' physical prosperity following a coronary episode. Moreover, proof proposes that general professionals are much of the time hesitant to start proper medicines and to up-titrates tranquillis doses in any event, for patients with analyzed cardiovascular breakdown.